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October 12, 2017
January 24, 2020

Jan. 27—Good News Club
4:05-5:30 p.m.
Jan. 28 —Martial Arts 4:15
- 4:45 p.m.
Jan. 28—Boys basketball
practice 4:15-5:15 p.m.
Jan. 29—Boys basketball
practice 4:15-5:15 p.m.
Jan. 30—Kindergarten
Round Up! 10:00-11:30
Jan. 30—Martial Arts 4:154:45
Jan. 30—Boys basketball
game @ Boyd 5:00 p.m.

Feb. 3—Good News Club
4:05-5:30 p.m.
Feb. 4—Boys basketball
practice 4:15-5:15 p.m.
Feb. 5—Early Childhood
Application Day 9:00-11:30
a.m. and 12:30-2:30 p.m.

CLASSROOM SPOTLIGHT:
Miss Miranda ~ Kindergarten
The kindergarteners in Room 137 are rocking it in 2020! January has
been a wonderful month for Ms. Miranda’s class. Since returning from
winter break, our class has been reviewing our school rules and
expectations each day to prepare for success at Boyd and beyond. Our
class discusses, practices, and celebrates being safe, responsible,
respectful, cooperative, and honest each day!
Our kindergarten class has loved diving into informational texts in
reading! Recently we have loved reading and learning about science,
bugs, and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. These texts have helped us to retell
main ideas, practice making connections to the world and to our own
lives, and identifying the author’s purpose.
In writing, kindergarteners have been challenged to tell more in
their newest writing unit. Our amazing authors are continuing to write
personal narratives, but we are stretching our brains by revisiting our
drawings and writing to add more! In addition, our writing is maturing,
and we are remembering to use proper capitalization, spacing, and
punctuation in our sentences.
Subtraction has proved to be no challenge for these determined
kindergarteners! We have been working hard using cubes, counters,
fingers, and drawings to learn about subtraction. Our class has also
been enjoying math talks and engaging in conversations with each
other about math. Our brains are growing every day, and we are so
proud of our progress this year in kindergarten!

Warm Heart Wednesday!
Student: Raiden Downie & Laphi Evans
Nominated by: Mrs. Vavra
While making snowflakes for the winter program, Raiden and Laphi saw a
friend who really needed help. They didn’t hesitate and jumped right in
and started helping their friend make as many snowflake “branches” as
they could. Through their actions Raiden and Laphi showed us how to use
our hands and words for helping.

